SAVE Supervision
Participation Requirements and Waiver
Defendant’s Name

Case Number(s)

I, the above-named defendant, have been referred into the Swift Alternative Violation
Enforcement (SAVE) Supervision and must adhere to the rules and conditions which also
includes all of the general rules and conditions of supervision. I understand that:
1.

In consideration of the benefits I will receive by being placed under SAVE supervision, which I have
read and discussed with Defense Counsel and Adult Probation, I agree that, regardless of my original
sentencing judge, my Level II violation hearing to place me under SAVE will occur before the presiding
SAVE judge. I specifically waive any right I may have under statutory law or case law to have my
violation(s) heard by my original sentencing judge.

2.

In consideration of the benefits I will receive by being placed under SAVE supervision, while I remain
under that supervision, I waive the right to a Level II violation hearing and any speedy violation hearing
rights pursuant to 42 Pa. C.S.A. §708 and other applicable federal or state statute or case law.

3.

While supervised under SAVE, all proceedings will occur before the presiding SAVE Judge or designee.

4.

Upon entering the SAVE, you must surrender any/all narcotic medication in your possession.

5.

If I violate any rules or conditions of SAVE supervision, a sanction will be immediately imposed
consistent with the SAVE sanction documents provided in this orientation packet and the power of the
court. All sanctions shall be Level I probation or parole violations.

6.

If I am incarcerated in Chester County Prison at any time during SAVE supervision, I will not accept or
take any narcotic medications from any source. This includes but is not limited to opiates,
benzodiazepines or sleep aides.

7.

If I successfully comply with the all rules and conditions of SAVE supervision and remain violation free
for a period of 2 years (or the maximum of my supervision period, whichever is less) I will be granted a
successful discharge from supervision.

8.

If I am removed from SAVE supervision for non-compliance (not for a new criminal offense), my
Level I violations, accrued while under SAVE supervision, shall be a basis for a new Gagnon/Morrissey
Level II violation petition and sentence. I further understand and agree that all Gagnon/Morrissey Level
II hearings will be held before the presiding SAVE Judge or designee who shall impose a new sentence
for the probation/parole violation. If the reason for my removal from SAVE is a new criminal charge
that results in a new criminal conviction, I understand that I will face the Gagnon/Morrissey violation
process presided over by the Judge handling my new criminal case(s) unless, for good cause, my
violation must be assigned to another Judge.
I acknowledge receipt of this document

Date

Witness

Date
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